Electronic Medical Record Of The Future Is Here
If you are in Mental Health/Behavioral Health, Medical/Physician Offices, and Home
Health Services, this brochure is for you. Read it carefully

What is a medical record?
Medical record is a concise and in-depth patient health
information (PHI). Medical record of a patient consist
of the total information collected for the purpose of
establishing the patient’s problem(s) and the procedure
or treatment options necessary to help the patient
recover. It comprises of the following information:
demographic, insurance information for billing, signs
and symptoms, history of present illness, medical
history, past family and social history, assessment of
current situation, examinations, test, pertinent facts,
findings, observation, procedures or treatment options
and outcomes.
Medical records are usually kept locked up in a safe
place within an office building and can only be
accessed by going into the room (known as the
medical record room) to retrieve a specific patient
chart which is a file containing a patient health
information (PHI).
Patient health information is protected by law known
as the HIPAA law

What is Electronic Medical
Record?
Electronic medical record takes the same medical
record of patients and makes them available and
accessible through electronic means such as computer

Medical records are no longer confined to a room in an
office building. ClinicTools® makes medical records
available and accessible anywhere there is Internet
access. It is now easier:
•
•

•

To collect patient information, process
information collected to establish treatment
Communicate privately (through a protected
medium) about a patient or about a patient’s
condition with other healthcare professionals
within your organization
For any member of your quality control team to
review and provide feedback when necessary

What are the advantages of
ClinicTools®?
ClinicTools® provide healthcare professionals and
facilities with more than just a place for medical record.
It includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Patient Appointment Scheduling system
Employee Time Management system
Productivity Monitoring system
Effective Quality Review and Monitoring system
Private and Protected Communication system
Evidence of PHI modification
Periodic Cash Payment Received
Evidence of Patient Visit, and
Embedded Training in Principles of
Documentation

software.

What is ClinicTools®?
ClinicTools® is an Internet based application designed
to help healthcare professionals capture patient health
information – demographic, insurance information for
billing, signs and symptoms, history of present illness,
medical history, past family and social history,
assessment of current situation, examinations, test,
pertinent facts, findings, observation, procedures or
treatment options and outcomes. ClinicTools® is built
for three major branches of healthcare:
1. Mental Health/Behavioral Health
2. Medical Centers/Physician Offices
3. Home Health Services

You can do all of the above from anywhere there is
Internet access.

ClinicTools® is 100% HIPAA
Compliant
ClinicTools® runs behind firewall, secure socket layers,
and layers of authentications and rights including digital
signature monitoring. You cannot access any patient
health information unless you are authorized.
ClinicTools® is 100% HIPAA compliant.
Visit: https://www.clinictools.org or contact us for
demonstration. I would be glad to show you the
tremendous advantages and disadvantages through
demonstration – online or face-to-face.

Dr. Henry I. Balogun, Chairman/CEO, ClinicTools, Inc. P.O. Box 42766, Philadelphia, PA 19101

Bullet Proof Guard Against
Natural Disaster
Hurricane Katrina gave us vivid image of what some
have been thinking or imagining concerning what
could possibly happen to medical records on paper
and stored in a room with no copy or copies
elsewhere. It was heart wrenching to see those
important records washed away.
Fire is another natural disaster likely to wipe away
medical records in the twinkling of an eye.

What about employees’ careless attitude? Medical
record is developed but misplaced or important
element such as Treatment Plan, or Review of System
documentation, or Progress Note, or Medication Log,
or Wound Care report is missing. It is even
embarrassing when the records are simply not there
during regulatory agencies’ visit.

Regulatory agencies usually go by what they see
and not what you said was there.
Costly deficiencies can be avoided when you put
your patient health information on ClinicTools® –
Electronic Medical Record you can access
anywhere regardless of time and distance.

The Power of ClinicTools®
1. Capture each referral using Patient
Information tab.
2. Generate initial paperwork required for
Intake or Initial Assessment.
3. Obtain patient signature as well as clinician
signature before moving on to Initial intake
or assessment.
4. Create patient record and obtain adequate
information necessary to diagnose and
establish effective treatment
5. Order and review test to include the
outcome.
6. Schedule patient appointments from
anywhere
7. Monitor employee time, hours worked and
productivity from anywhere
8. See who modified which record and from
where – we call it PHI Modification
Tracking

Demonstration
Go to: https://www.clinictools.org and click
contact us to request online or face-to-face
demonstration.

Dr. Henry Balogun, Chairman/CEO, ClinicTools, Inc. P.O. Box 42766, Philadelphia, PA 19101

Effective and Efficient
Management
Digital Time Clock
You probably have heard or said it so many times:
“Procrastination is the thief of time.” What about
dishonest employees? Measuring Time-In and
Time-Out can save a company (any company
regardless of size) a lot.
ClinicTools® makes employee time management a
lot easier. All they need to do is login upon
reporting for work, logout for lunch, login again
and logout at the end of the day. ClinicTools®
would calculate hours worked.

What an effective way to measure tardiness!

Patient Appointment Scheduling
System
The strength of any healthcare establishment lies in the
ability to schedule patient appointments repeatedly and
effectively. It is even better if patients can be equipped
with a way to find out if they have appointments or
not.

As a registered user of ClinicTools®, all you need to
do is copy the necessary code
from www.clinictools.org paste it unto your website
and your patients would be able to login to your
company’s website to see if they have appointment
scheduled or not.
The same code would allow you to use Employee
Digital Time Clock at your website
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